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Abstract. The most sophisticated existing methods to generate 3D
isotropic super-resolution (SR) from non-isotropic electron microscopy
(EM) are based on learned dictionaries. Unfortunately, none of the ex-
isting methods generate practically satisfying results. For 2D natural im-
ages, recently developed super-resolution methods that use deep learning
have been shown to significantly outperform the previous state of the art.
We have adapted one of the most successful architectures (FSRCNN) for
3D super-resolution, and compared its performance to a 3D U-Net archi-
tecture that has not been used previously to generate super-resolution.
We trained both architectures on artificially downscaled isotropic ground
truth from focused ion beam milling scanning EM (FIB-SEM) and tested
the performance for various hyperparameter settings.
Our results indicate that both architectures can successfully generate
3D isotropic super-resolution from non-isotropic EM, with the U-Net
performing consistently better. We propose several promising directions
for practical application.
1 Introduction
Recent studies [14] argue that an isotropic resolution of less than 15 nm per voxel
is necessary to reconstruct the dense synaptic connectivity of entire animal ner-
vous systems. Today, two modes of 3D electron microscopy are available to gen-
erate volumetric image data at this resolution: (1) serial section EM tomography
and (2) scanning EM in combination with focused ion beam milling (FIB-SEM).
Both modalities are comparably slow. Imaging the entire central nervous system
of a model organism as small as the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster takes many
years on a single microscope [8]. Other EM methods such as serial section Trans-
mission EM (ssTEM) or serial block-face scanning EM in combination with an
automatic ultra-microtome and parallel acquisition [13] are significantly faster
but fail at generating the desired axial resolution.
To overcome this limitation, methods have been proposed to interpolate the
missing resolution from prior knowledge about the tissue, possibly in combina-
tion with sparse tomography [16]. However, even the most sophisticated propos-
als [6,9] are based on learning a discriminative, over-complete dictionary using
methods that are tuned for applications such as de-noising or visually pleasing
SR, and have not yet yielded practical improvements, possibly due to the limited
fields-of-view or generalizability.
Recently, several methods have been proposed that use deep learning for SR
of 2D natural images [3,12]. Generally, these methods significantly outperform
those based on learned dictionaries. We adapted two successful convolutional
neural network architectures (FSRCNN [4] and U-Net [15]) for image SR in
the context of 3D electron microscopy. Using high-resolution isotropic FIB-SEM
data, we successfully trained them to predict high-resolution isotropic 3D images
from non-isotropic input. We compared the performance of these architectures
with a set of different hyperparameters in terms of reconstruction accuracy and
runtime.
2 Related Work
Dong et al. [3] demonstrated that a simple convolutional neural network ar-
chitecture, mimicking a sparse-coding approach, could outperform those same
methods that were state-of-the-art at the time. Since then a number of deep-
learning approaches were successful for SR of 2D natural images. However, all
deep-learning SR methods (that we are aware of) seek to increase the resolution
of both dimensions by the same factor. Methods for SR that take advantage of
self-similarity have seen great success and do not require high-resolution exam-
ples from which to learn [5].
In the context of electron microscopy (EM), Veerarghavan et al. [16] and Hu
et al. [9] developed methods for estimating a high-resolution segmentation from
lower-resolution EM imagery using over-complete dictionaries. These methods
leverage tomographic views of the tissue to be super-resolved, which may not
always be available.
The U-Net convolutional neural network architecture has had great success in
several pixel-wise prediction and segmentation tasks in biomedical imaging [15].
The key element of the U-Net are skip connections between a contracting path
and an expanding path, thus providing multiple paths from input to output that
incorporate features at different levels of resolution.
3 Architecture Design
3.1 3D Anisotropic FSRCNN
The FSRCNN [4] was designed for upscaling of 2D natural images. We adapted
the architecture to the anisotropic 3D case (3D-FSRCNN) as shown in Figure 1.
The feature extraction layer in the FSRCNN is a single convolutional layer with
a kernel size of 5 × 5, operating on the low resolution image. In the original
SRCNN [3] the kernel size was 9 × 9 on the high resolution image for a scaling
factor of 3. We thus chose to use a 3D convolution with a kernel size of 13×13×5
for a scaling factor of 4 along the z-axis. For the kernel sizes of the non-linear
mapping layers we used 9× 9 × 3 instead of 3× 3 with the same reasoning. To
be consistent with the feature extraction layer we used 13× 13× 13 for the final
fractionally-strided convolution (commonly referred to as deconvolution) layer,
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Fig. 1. Architecture of our 3D-FSRCNN with general hyperparameters d, s, and m.
as opposed to 9× 9 in the FSRCNN. The remaining specifications are consistent
with the original FSRCNN.
Dong et al. further identified three sensitive hyperparameters for their archi-
tecture: the number of filters in the feature extraction and expanding layer d, the
number of filters in the shrinking and non-linear mapping layers s and the num-
ber of non-linear mapping layers m. We investigated the same hyperparameters
but increased the number of filters as ours need to represent 3D structures.
3.2 3D Super-Resolution U-Net
The design of the U-Net architecture was motivated by the objective to combine
high localization accuracy and a large field of view [15]. As both of these are also
crucial factors for SR, we adapted the architecture for this purpose as shown in
Figure 2 (3D-SRU-Net).
On each level of the network in the contracting path, we introduced an ad-
ditional fractionally-strided convolution layer such that the output of that layer
becomes isotropic. Furthermore, we only downscaled along the lateral dimen-
sions as long as the resolution in the axial dimension is lower. Instead of up-
convolutions as in [15] we used fractionally-strided convolutions as experiments
showed that this reduced run-time without impairing performance. As in the
original U-Net we doubled the number of features in each level and used the
ReLU nonlinearity. The free hyperparameters of this architecture are the num-
ber of levels h (height), the initial number of filters w (width), and the number
of convolutional layers per level d (depth).
4 Experiments
4.1 Implementation Details
All experiments were carried out on a distortion free FIB-SEM dataset [7]. The
FIB-SEM volume was downscaled from its native resolution of 8 × 8 × 2 nm to
an isotropic resolution of 16× 16 × 16nm to reduce the influence of noise. The
resulting volume had a size of 1250×2000×256px and was divided into a training
(70%), a validation (15%), and a test set (15%) such that each set contained a
variety of different textures. We then simulated non-isotropic ssTEM data by
downscaling the FIB-SEM volume on the fly by a factor of 4 along the z-axis
using an average pooling layer as the first level in all networks (not shown in
figures for brevity).
The networks were implemented in Python using keras [2] with the Tensor-
flow [1] backend. During training, random samples of size 64× 64× 64 px were
drawn from the training data and downscaled to 64 × 64 × 16 px. In order to
speed up processing, all experiments used zero-padding such that the patch size
was maintained. At prediction time, small borders of the outputs were cut away
to reduce the impact of border effects.
We used the Adam optimizer [11] with a step-wise, square-root learning rate
schedule. The learning rate for both network types is initialized to αinit = 10
−4
with the 3D-FSRCNNs utilizing a faster decay.
For the remaining optimizer parameters we followed the recommendations in
[11]. The batch size was 6 for all experiments, which is the largest value possible
given our hardware (Nvidia Quadro M6000) for the network with the largest
memory consumption.
The networks were trained to minimize the mean squared error (MSE), which
is equivalent to maximizing the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). To empha-
size the performance in ‘difficult’ areas, we report a cubic-weighted PSNR (wP-
SNR) computed via a cubic-weighted MSE (wMSE), where the pixel-wise loss is
weighted with the error resulting from cubic upsampling. The weighting is offset
by a factor of 0.5 to avoid values of 0,
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with IHR : high resolution image volume,
Ipred : prediction of image volume,
Icub : cubic upsampling of image volume,
X,Y, Z : dimensions of image volume.
4.2 3D Anisotropic FSRCNN
We tested twelve sets of hyperparameters (m ∈ {2, 3, 4}, d ∈ {240, 280}, s ∈
{48, 64}) for the 3D-FSRCNN architecture, and measured their PSNR and weigh-
ted PSNR on the validation set (Table 1) after ~290k iterations.
Our experiments suggest that increasing the number of filters in the shrink-
ing and mapping layers, s, has a slight positive effect on performance in most
cases. This corresponds to larger dictionaries performing better in a sparse-
coding framework. The number of filters in the feature extraction and expand-
ing layer, d, had a very small effect on performance. Interestingly, the depth
parameter m had a relatively small and inconclusive effect in contrast to the
conclusions drawn in the original FSRCNN paper.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of our 3D-SRU-Net with hyperparameters w = 32, h = 3, and
d = 3.
4.3 3D Super-Resolution U-Net
In Table 2, we report the PSNR and weighted PSNR for twelve sets of hy-
perparameters (h ∈ {2, 3, 4}), w ∈ {32, 64}, d ∈ {2, 3}) of the 3D-SRU-Net
architecture, all after ~290k iterations. Increasing depth or width of the network
both have a slight positive effect on the performance. Increasing the number of
levels is particularly beneficial when going from h = 2 to h = 3. The step to
h = 4 only improves the performance for the smaller networks. The stagnating
performance is likely connected to more overfitting in the largest networks.
4.4 Comparison / Results
Our hyperparameter comparison did not indicate a strong connection between
model size and performance. Larger 3D-SRU-Net models tended to perform bet-
ter which was not necessarily the case for the 3D-FSRCNNs. For the two largest
3D-SRU-Nets, we did not observe a performance boost, presumably due to their
Table 1. PSNR, weighted PSNR, and number of parameters (nP) on the test set for
3D-FSRCNN models evaluated with the model snapshot providing the best PSNR on
the validation set. For comparison, cubic upsampling results in PSNR = 33.22 and
wPSNR = 35.94.
Settings
m = 2 m = 3 m = 4
PSNR wPSNR nP PSNR wPSNR nP PSNR wPSNR nP
d(240), s(48) 34.52 37.28 1.8m 34.68 37.45 2.4m 34.35 37.12 2.9m
d(280), s(48) 34.42 37.18 2.0m 34.55 37.32 2.6m 34.48 37.25 3.1m
d(240), s(64) 34.53 37.29 2.8m 34.35 37.12 3.7m 34.91 37.70 4.7m
d(280), s(64) 34.59 37.36 2.9m 34.77 37.55 3.9m 34.71 37.49 4.9m
Table 2. PSNR and weighted PSNR on the test set for 3D-SRU-Net models. Twelve
sets of hyperparameters were tested.
Settings
h = 2 h = 3 h = 4
PSNR wPSNR nP PSNR wPSNR nP PSNR wPSNR nP
d(2), w(32) 35.68 38.48 2.3m 36.09 38.91 4.1m 36.17 39.00 8.9m
d(3), w(32) 35.89 38.71 3.1m 36.21 39.04 5.3m 36.22 39.05 12.4m
d(2), w(64) 35.93 38.74 9.3m 36.25 39.08 16.2m 36.22 39.04 35.7m
d(3), w(64) 36.21 39.03 12.2m 36.27 39.09 21.3m 36.25 39.08 49.6m
increased tendency to overfit. Particularly the 3D-FSRCNNs could potentially
benefit from more tuning of optimization parameters.
All 3D-SRU-Nets clearly outperformed even the best 3D-FSRCNNs when
trained for the same number of iterations. We conclude that this is not a model-
size issue alone. We believe that the “skip/merge-connections” and multi-scale
representation make optimization easier (faster convergence) for the 3D-SRU-
Nets. Both networks outperformed the sparse coding approach [16] (Table 3).
When comparing wall clock time, the 3D-FSRCNN has an advantage due to
its simple feed forward approach. Training the best-performing 3D-FSRCNN
took 73.5h as opposed to 209h of training for the best 3D-SRU-Net. Neverthe-
less, training of the smallest 3D-SRU-Net was faster (67h) and showed superior
performance.
Figure 3 shows exemplary image patches for both the best-performing 3D-
FSRCNN (m = 4, d = 240, s = 64) and the best-performing 3D-SRU-Net
(h = 3, w = 64, d = 3). While the 3D-FSRCNN and the sparse coding approach
produced reasonable results for common, simple textures (A) and consequently
outperformed cubic upsampling, they failed to reconstruct more difficult textures
(B and C). The 3D-SRU-Net architecture reliably reconstructed various struc-
tures (A and B), with only very rare exceptions (C). Sample D illustrates the
effect on small ultrastructures (a microtubule) oriented along the lateral plane.
Table 3. Evaluation of the dictionary learning algorithm by [16] using different patch
sizes ps, dictionary sizes k and sparsity parameters λ.
Settings
ps 8 12 12 12 12 8 16 16
k 256 200 256 256 300 1024 256 256
λ 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.09
PSNR 30.84 32.95 33.92 33.22 33.40 30.78 30.26 30.04
wPSNR 33.70 35.85 36.81 36.12 36.30 33.64 33.14 32.92
nP 131k 346k 442k 442k 518k 524k 1,049k 1,049k
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Fig. 3. Four examples of SR results for nearest neighbor and cubic interpolation, the
best-performing sparse coding, 3D-FSRCNN, and 3D-SRU-Net configurations. Arrows
indicate regions in which at least one SR result mis-interprets a cell boundary or an
ultrastructural feature. Scale bar 500 nm.
The relatively strong smoothing is a common problem in SR but has been shown
to be a consequence of the MSE loss. Including a perceptual loss function as in
[10] could potentially alleviate the issue.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we compared two deep convolutional neural network architectures
for 3D super-resolution. The simple and fast 3D-FSRCNN produced visually
pleasing results in many cases. The best performing model (by PSNR) was a
large 3D-SRU-Net architecture, perhaps unsurprisingly, given its size, large field-
of-view, and multi-scale representation. While especially the 3D-FSRCNN could
benefit from additional hyperparameter optimization, the 3D-SRU-Net design
seems to overall be better suited for the task. Both architectures outperform the
sparse coding approach [16].
There is evidence that inferring high-resolution structure from low-resolution
imagery in EM connectomics is possible [6]. Our methodology could make seg-
mentation methods trained on isotropic FIB-SEM images applicable to anisotropic
ssTEM or block-face scanning EM volumes. The viability of the approach is an
interesting avenue for further research, though acquisition differences between
FIB-SEM and other EM methods may hinder this approach. Self-similarity ap-
proaches to super-resolution [5] have been effective, but whether these ideas can
generate effective training data for supervised CNNs is yet unknown. We imag-
ine that this approach could aid in automated segmentation for connectomics
as a kind of “unsupervised pre-training.” Manual annotation of training data
for segmentation is incredibly laborious[14], and large CNNs typically require
very many labeled examples to learn from. Yet, if a good representation can be
learned to super-resolve, the same representation could be a good starting point
in training a network for segmentation.
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